How to get MEDITERRANEO “Guest House”:
If you arrive by fly in Naples, outside from the Airport there is a good connection with a Bus called “ALIBUS”
to the Port “Beverello” but, if you arrive at Naples by train, my suggest is to take a Taxi and go at Port
“Beverello” it,s 2 km from the Train Station. From the Port you found a boat to the Capri Island every 30
min. (15/20 days before your arrival I send you a email with the ferry schedule) when you arrive at Port of
Capri (the name of the place is Marina Grande) outside it, there are a Taxi and on the right side, 50 mt. you
found a Bus Station (orange bus) in this area there are 2 direction, one is to CAPRI, the other is to
ANACAPRI, this last is your destination (like for the schedule for the ferry, I send also the Bus Schedule).
Attention if you don’t found a Bus direct to Anacapri (not many Bus there are for this destination) it’s
necessary to go before in Capri, by Bus or CableCAR, always from Marina Grande. If you take a Cablecar
(Funicolare) from the Marina Grande, outside the Station, it’s stop just where is the Famous Piazzetta,
straight, do not enter in the Piazzetta, 80mt. there is a Bus Station for all destination (Anacapri,Marina
Piccola, Marina Grande), also to ANACAPRI. If you take the Bus from Marina Grande, where stop, get off
and take the other Bus to ANACAPRI.
When you have take the Bus, normaly, the Bus Driver in ANACAPRI at the stop of PIAZZA VITTORIA say
“ANACAPRI” you don’t leave the Bus, when start again, ring the bell, at the stop, get off, cross the road (make
attention) to enter in the Parking area (there is also a Bus Station for the FARO (Lighthouse) and Grotta
Azzurra (Blu Grotto), on the right of you (20mt.) there is a gate of the entrance of a Flower Seller, go in that
direction and then follow the small narrow street on the left of the gate and walking fo 30 mt., turn on the
right (where are the 3 steps), straight 90mt. you have arrive, my B&B have the Gate colour dark grey.
If you take a TAXI from Port of MARINA GRANDE, say at Driver to stop in ANACAPRI in the Parking area
where are the Bus Station for the FARO (Lighthouse) and Grotta Azzurra (Blu Grotto) called Piazza della
Pace, also I send with the other schedule, the TAXI rate.
Cost for the Public Bus (is only 1 trip) € 2,00/2,50.

